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SOUTHERN JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS DECEMBER, 1978

FARM REAL ESTATE DISINVESTMENT STRATEGIES

D. Lynn Forster and Richard D. Duvick

The combination of larger farms, rapidly in- velop a model which simulates the growth of a
creasing land values, and tax laws has resulted seller's equity and annual consumption over
in increasing tax liabilities for the seller of time under current (1977) tax laws, (2) to deter-
farm real estate. After a real estate owner has mine the optimum installment sale term for
made the decision to sell, he must choose the real estate sellers in a variety of case situa-
method of sale from several alternative selling tions, and (3) to draw conclusions about the im-
strategies. Each selling strategy has a differ- pact of installment sales and associated factors
ent impact on after-tax earnings. In the U.S., on the seller's future earnings.
large numbers of farmers face this decision
each year, as 4 to 5 percent of farms transfer Income Tax Implications of
annually [6]. In addition, more than four-fifths Selling Real Estate
of farm transfers are credit-financed [3]. Sellers
have been the predominant source of financing, When property has been held long enough to
providing more than two-fifths of all credit ex- be treated as a long-term capital asset, the gain
tended annually for farm real estate purchases from the sale (net sales price minus adjusted
[3]. basis) is subject to capital gains treatment for

In the sale of real estate, the seller often income tax purposes. Gains are halved and
faces a crucial choice between alternative sale taxed as part of ordinary income, or they are
terms. He may sell outright and reinvest the subject to an alternative tax computation. The
proceeds, or he may finance the buyer over a alternative tax computation assures that the
number of years. The terms of the sale have first $50,000 of gain is taxed at a maximum
many determinants, including (1) tax liability rate of 25 percent, and the rest of the gain at a
of the seller, (2) alternative financing available maximum rate of 35 percent.
to the buyer, (3) alternative investment oppor- The obvious question raised is whether the
tunities of the seller, (4) desire of the seller to seller should sell the property outright and
assist the buyer (possibly his son) in acquiring take advantage of the alternative tax provi-
the farm, (5) desire of the seller for a stable sions or sell the property over time, thus
income during retirement, and (6) compatibil- spreading the gains over several years and
ity of the sale with the seller's estate plan. holding the marginal income tax rates at lower

Other authors have examined various levels. But other aspects of the tax law compli-
aspects of farm real estate sales, including use cate the issue: income averaging, minimum
of installment sales to reduce tax liabilities [4, tax, and maximum tax. Income averaging
5]. But little information is available to help a allows an unusually large income to be aver-
seller determine the impact of an installment aged with the previous four years' income, and
sale on future earnings or to aid the seller in it may permit a year of high income to be taxed
selecting the optimum number of years to fi- in lower marginal tax brackets. Thus, income
nance the sale. As Barry and Levi state, averaging reduces the income tax liability even
"While there is abundant literature citing gen- when the sale is made over a short period of
eral features of seller financing, there is rela- time. The maximum tax operates with a some-
tively little empirical study of its ... effects. what similar objective by allowing a maximum
Much of the literature tends to emphasize tax marginal tax rate of 50 percent to be applied to
savings .-. . rather than focus on after-tax earned income, but it does not include capital
wealth" [1, p. 43]. Barry and Levi describe the gains income. The minimum tax is designed to
general analytical framework but fail to make assure some minimum level of taxation on
a comprehensive analysis of the problem. types of income otherwise exempt from tax. If

The objectives of this article are (1) to de- capital gains and other tax preference items

*D. Lynn Forster is Assistant Professor and Richard D. Duvick is Associate Professor, Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, The Ohio State
University,
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exceed the exemption, the 15 percent minimum factors.
tax applies. "Seller characteristics" are also user sup-

Other factors unique to the seller also affect plied and include the seller's net worth, con-
the tax implications of selling real estate: num- sumption function, adjusted basis of property
ber of exemptions, level of other income (both sold, other income, opportunity cost of capital,
investment and earned income), and amount of and planning horizon. These characteristics are
deductions. Over time still other factors must independent of the conditions of the sale.
be considered, such as the opportunity cost of "Exogenous factors" are the tax structures
capital in other investments. Certainly, if applicable to the seller. Capital gains treat-
opportunity costs are high enough the seller ment of gains from the sale, regular tax struc-
would want to sell outright, regardless of the ture, income averaging, maximum tax, alterna-
first year tax consequences, and reinvest at the tive tax, and minimum tax provisions all have
higher installment rate of return. Family con- a bearing on taxes paid, equity growth, and
sumption affects future equity levels and funds available for consumption.
investment income. Relatively high family con- The "equity consumption simulator" is a
sumption reduces future equity and lowers series of equations identifying consumption
future taxable income. In contrast, inflation and equity change through time. In years when
tends to increase nominal income levels and, no installment sale or outright sale occurs,
hence, may result in income being taxed at these equations are:
higher marginal rates in the future. The inter-
action of all these factors affects the choice of (1) EARNED = EARNED (1 + GROWTH)
strategy in selling farm property. (2) XI EA ED + 

(EQUITYti)- EX - DED
Model (3) TAXt = f(TAXINCt, TAXINCt_1,...,

TAXINCt_4, EARNEDt)
A simulation model developed to incorporate (4) EQUITYt = (1 + RETURN) EQUITYt_

the foregoing considerations is used to trace fi- - TAX t - CONSt + EARNEDt
nancial condition in individual cases under (5) CONS, = f(EQUITYt, EARNEDt)
alternative real estate sales strategies. A key
assumption is that the seller has made the deci- where
sion to sell, and the purpose of the model is to
determine the optimum financing period. EARNEDt = earned income from other

The model is outlined in Figure 1. The in- sources
GROWTH = rate of growth in earned income

FIGURE 1. SAVINGS AND CONSUMP- TAXINCt = taxable income in year t
TION SIMULATED BY THE RETURN = opportunity cost of capital
MODEL EQUITYt = equity in year t

Eogenoues Factors EX = annual exemptions
Federal Incomne Tax Structure

- capital gains DED = annual deductions
- regular tax

- incame averaging TAX = tax paid in year t
- naximen tax on earned intex t
- alternative tax on capital gains = consumption year t.
- miniram tax on tax preference item= consumptioninart.

Factors Supplied by User: Ecquity Output Variables Figure 2 depicts the equity consumption
A. Negotiable Factors C onsrtion — A. Optimum Selling Time simulator.

- sale price Sinulator B. Present Value ofllll .
- interest rate on - taxes
installrent sale - annual ce in In the year in which an outright sale is made,

-au (sacption equations 2 and 3 are modified slightly as
B. Seller Characteristics -annual earnings 

- net worth (savings plus follows.
- consumption function consumption)

- basis of property sold
- otpoperty sold (2') TAXINC, = GAIN/2 + EARNED1 +
- rate of growth of inooae
- pportunity cost of capital (RETURN) (EQUITY) - EX - DED
- planning horizon _ (3') TAX1 = f(GAIN, TAXINC,, TAXINC o,

..., TAXINC_, EARNED1 )

dividual user identifies several "negotiable where GAIN = net sales price minus the ad-
factors" and "seller characteristics." justed basis.
Negotiable factors are conditions of the real
estate sale which are predetermined and During the years in which an installment
include sale price and interest rate. In practice sale occurs the following modified equations
the seller and buyer negotiate a sale price and would be used.
interest rate. When applying the model to an
individual situation, the user would want to (2") TAXINCt = EARNEDt+ (RETURN)
make several runs varying these controllable (EQUITY,_,- UNPAD_i) + PAYINT,
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+ (PAYPRNt/2) ([SALES - BASIS]/ possible lengths of the sale from outright sale
SALES) - EX - DED to selling over the number of years in the time

(3") TAX t = f(PAYPRNt, SALES, BASIS, horizon. The length of sale that gives the high-
TAXINCt, PAYINTt, TAXINCt_,,..., est present value of annual equity changes
TAXINCt_4, EARNEDt) (savings) and annual consumption is selected

(4") EQUITYt = EQUITYt_1 + (RETURN) as the optimum. Other output variables for
(EQUITYt_ - UNPADt_) + PAYINTt each alternative sale length include equity at
+ EARNEDt - CONSt - TAXt the end of the planning horizon, annual con-

sumption, and taxes paid over the planning
where horizon.

TT*TT^AT *.iii • 11Case Situations Analyzed
UNPADt = unpaid balance on installment 

sale in year t The critical parameters in deciding the
PAYINTt, = interest received from install- PAYINT = interest received fm i - length of the sale as identified by equations 2"

ATT ment sale in year t through 4" are initial equity (EQUITYo), op-
PAYPRNt = principal payment in year t portunity cost of capital (RETURN), interest

SALES = net sale price received from installment sale (PAYINT,),
BASIS = adjusted basis. gain of the sale (SALES minus BASIS), and

An amo d, et ln rt other income (EARNED,). Opportunity cost of
An amortized, even-payment loan repayment
schedule is used. capital is held at 7 percent, but several values

of the other factors are examined to establish a
"Output variae in e te o m set of representative cases as a basis for draw-

Output variables include th optimum ing conclusions about optimum terms of real
selling interval defined as the number of years estate sales. The values examined are: Sal
of the sale which maximizes the net present Price of $100,000, $20 , and $500,000;
value of savings and consumption over a user's eentage of Initial Equ
time horizon. The user's time horizon is Capital Gain as a Percentage of Initial Equity

of 25, 50, and 75 percent; Interest Rate on In-
predetermined and might represent his life alnt a , 7, and percent; In t e n-

complete search is made of all stallment Sale of 6, 7, and 8 percent on the un-
expectancy. A completepaid balance; and Other Earned Income of

FIGURE 2. EQUITY CONSUMPTION $6,000 and $12,000. The downpayment is as-
SIMULATOR sumed to be 1/number of years of sale, except

for 2- or 3-year sales. In those situations the
I =0o downpayment is assumed to be 30 percent. It

EXl DM— is assumed that the seller's equity in the
— p+ property is equal to the sales price. 

Eo I QUrIr t-I All possible combinations of assumed values
L —IF1 \t~ ^^ — * i of these four parameters produce 54 cases to

analyze. For each case the consumption func-
71— 1 t M U tion is:

(1 -K 'W) -\ /- I E RETOR (%) I I

[ I l CONS t = (.409)(EARNEDt) + (.04)(EQUITYt).

TAXINC That is, annual consumption is equal to 40.9
percent of annual earned income plus 4 percent

WCI= —I of net worth [2].
t- l., Annual savings is the portion of returns

from investments and "other income" not con-
sumed, i.e.:

TAXt

l I l SAVINGt = [EARNEDt + RETURN
+.I (EQUITYt - UNPAD) + PAYINTt -

PRC—1M9~~ ^^TAXPAY] - CONSt.
PPB I—*f I

.\ 1I ll For each of the 54 cases, the owner is expect-
1 w I ed to have a 5 percent growth in "other

income" over a 20-year time horizon and to
II _ __have annual exemptions and deductions total-

ing $1,500 and $2,800, respectively.

'If the seller had debt capital in the property, the analysis would change slightly. Less capital would be available for reinvestment after the sale.
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Results Using the criterion of choosing the highest
NPV of earnings as the best, one would choose

The criterion used to select the best install- the 20-year installment sale. In this case any
ment sale is the net present value (NPV) of installment sale is preferred to an outright
future earnings. For each of the 54 cases, an sale. Many of the tax advantages of an install-
outright sale and 19 different lengths of install- ment sale are gained by a 2-year sale (Figure 3).
ment sales are compared by simulating the This fact is related to the present federal tax
savings and consumption over the 20-year structure. For any installment sale, IRS re-
planning horizon. That length of sale produc- quires that a maximum of 30 percent of the
ing the highest NPV of future earnings is sale price be received in the first year. With a 2-
chosen as the best. year installment sale, principal payments are

Looking at one case in detail, assume a sale 30 percent in year 1 and 70 percent in year 2.
price of $200,000, 50 percent capital gain, 7 Thus income averaging greatly reduces taxes
percent interest rate on the installment sale, in each year. As the installment sale is
and initial "other income" of $6,000. If the real stretched beyond 2 years, added tax
estate is sold outright and the savings and con- advantages are gained but at a diminishing
sumption are simulated over 20 years, the pre- rate.
sent value of savings over the 20 years is The current tax structure generally favors
$52,453 (point x, Figure 3), the present value of an installment sale (Table 1). Even for the
consumption over the 20 years is $137,928 seller with an installment interest rate slightly
(point y, Figure 3), and the present value of below the opportunity cost of capital, the case
earnings (savings plus consumption) is sellers usually prefer an installment sale. When
$190,381 (point z, Figure 3). the installment interest rate exceeds the oppor-

tunity cost of capital, the case sellers have a
FIGURE 3. NET PRESENT VALUE FOR strong incentive to extend the sale for as long a

TWENTY YEARS OF EARN- time as possible. It is obvious that the relative
INGS, CONSUMPTION AND return on installment sales versus other invest-

SAVINGS FOR OUTRIGHT ments is a key to the optimum length of sale.
AND VARIOUS LENGTH IN- However, the seller also may want to know the
STALLMENT SALES, $200,000 potential gain of using an installment sale over

oet V INITIAL EQUITY* the optimum number of years. Because of the
2'0,000 uncertainties associated with seller financing,
220,000 . Net Present Value (NP) the seller may prefer having a short time

_f" * of earnings

210,000- (a+
b ) horizon for the sale even though the 20-year

^^~~200 ,~00 /sale produces the greatest earnings.
20000 Generally, installment sales have a relatively

090 000 small impact on future earnings for the smaller
180,000 ($100,000) sales (Table 1). For 8 of the 12 case
10,000. situations having $100,000 sales, earnings are

improved less than 10 percent with an install-
ment sale. Thus sellers of smaller farms may

150,000 - feel the earnings differences are small and look
s NPV of consumption

oo140,000 -_^ ' ^ (a,) pmainly at other factors in determining whether
y *Assumptions or not to use an installment sale and in choos-

130,000 1) Sale = Equity =
$130,000 ..$200,000 ing terms of an installment sale. However, the

_~-~~~~~~~~~~~ 2) Capital Gain =

''80,000 3) ipportunictycst orf importance of the question, "How long should
70,000 _N ovi capital and intstall- the terms of the sale be?" becomes very rele-

~ (b) = 7%

60,000[ (b) )(tr i ncoe.$6000 vant for some of the medium to large sales (in
6rowinr at 5% per

5) Llmption 0 one case shown in Table 1, the cost of a wrong
i .r rn, inet th decision is 91 percent of potential future

40,000 7earnings).

—5 10 15 20 For most case situations outlined in Table 1,
Length o Sale (Years) improvements in earnings due to the length of

the installment sale show diminishing returns.
If the sale in this case is stretched over 20 That is, future earnings are increased

years, present value of earnings is improved. dramatically when the 2-year sale is used
With a 20-year amortized sale, the 20-year rather than the outright sale. As more years
savings, consumption, and earnings total are added to the length of the sale, the
$74,534 (point r), $148,411 (point s), and marginal improvement in future earnings
$222,945 (point t), respectively, increases but at a declining rate. Notice that
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the 10-year sale captures most installment sale effect produces a smaller advantage for install-
advantages in comparison with the 20-year ment sales as earned income becomes larger.
sale, especially in the case of the smaller What is the effect of the other factors -
volume sale (Table 1). levels of sale, capital gain, and interest rate?

These results reflect the interaction of
earned income, amount of sale, percentage of TABLE 2. EFFECT OF 4 MAJOR FAC-
capital gains, and interest rates. Sensitivity TORS ON NET PRESENT
analysis is used to investigate the effects of VALUE (NPV) OF 20 YEARS OF
each of these factors. To separate the effects, EARNINGS AND OPTIMUM
NPV's for installment sales are compared with LENGTH OF SALE a

NPV's of outright sales as each factor is varied NFV of Sae to Otrit ale
Outright 2 Year Sale/ 10 Year Sale/ 20 Year Sale/(Table 2). For example, for the first factor, Outrght 2i Sale/ 10YSightSl/ Outrt Sle

earned income, with all factors equal and ) $190,382 106 
$6,000 per year $190,382 lo6 114 117$6,000 base year earned income, the NPV of an $12,000 peryea 258,708 104 110 112

2) Amount of Sale outright sale is $190,382. With the same AntoSale 137,897 109 119 122
$200,000 190,382 106 114 117factors, the NPV for a 2-year installment sale $500,000 310,736 102 108 1

is $200,778 or 106 percent of the outright sale. 3) Per0t Capi2tal Gain
25 percent 213,828 102 lo6 107
50 percent 190,382 16 114 117With a $12,000 base year earned income, the 75 percent 166,416 10 122 131

NPV of a 2-year installment sale is only 104 4 Interest Rate
c

percent of the outright sale. Comparing the BEq oepportunity rate 190,382 106 114 17
Above opportunity rate 190,382 107 119 125two proportions indicates that a higher level of

earned income may slightly reduce the effec- aEach factor is evaluated assuming the following levels
tiveness of an installment sale. In a compari- for all other factors: $6,000 earned income growing at 5
teof NPV's from 10-year and 20-year in stall- percent per year, $200,000 sale, sale equals equity,son of NPV's from 10-year and 20-year install-~~~son of NV'sfro l0-earanda0-yar$100,000 or 50 percent capital gain, 7 percent interest race

ment sales with NPV's of outright sales, a for the installment sale contract, 7 percent earnings on
similar reduction occurs as earned income has other investments, and annual consumption equals 40.9
a slight adverse effect on optimum length of percent of the off-farm income plus 4 percent of net worth.
sale. Higher earned income lowers the propor- bAll have the same amount of capital gain, $100,000.
tion of income which can receive favorable tax ction of in e which cn reive f e tx Compares interest rate of sale contract with opportunitytreatment by installment sales. This dilution rate on other investments.

TABLE 1. PERCENT CHANGE IN PRESENT VALUE OF EARNINGS FOR THREE
ALTERNATIVE LENGTHS OF REAL ESTATE SALES, THREE PERCENTAGES
OF GAIN, TWO LEVELS OF OTHER INCOME, AND TWO INTEREST RATES
ON INSTALLMENT SALES BY LENGTH OF SALE.

Sales Price and Initial Equity
$100,000 $200,000 $500,000

Gain (% of Sale ) Gain (% of Sale ) Gain (% of Sale )
25 50 75 25 50 75 25 50 75

Other Income &
Installment Length % change in % change in % change in
Sale of Sale earnings from earnings from earnings from
Interesta (yrs) outright sale outright sale outright sale

$6,000 Initial Other Income
6% 2 0.3 1.8 4.0 0.8 4.3 11.5 2.0 11.8 38.7

10 -0.4 4.0 9.3 1.2 9.3 16.7 4.8 14.8 33.8
20 -1.7 3.3 9.2 -0.2 9.4 22.0 5.6 25.4 59.3

8% 2 2.4 3.7 5.5 3.4 6.6 11.8 4.2 12.0 33.0
10 5.8 10.6 16.2 9.8 18.6 27.3 15.1 28.1 52.9
20 8.2 13.7 20.4 13.5 24.7 39.2 22.7 47.4 91.1

$12,000 Initial Other Income
6% 2 0.3 1.3 2.5 0.7 3.0 6.6 1.2 7.9 24.5

10 -0.1 2.8 6.2 1.3 6.8 11.5 4.3 12.1 25.7
20 -0.7 2.6 6.5 0.7 7.5 15.9 5.2 21.4 45.4

8% 2 1.5 2.5 3.6 2.3 4.3 7.6 3.3 8.1 21.4
10 3.6 6.6 10.1 6.9 12.6 18.0 12.9 23.3 40.6
20 5.0 8.6 12.7 9.5 17.1 26.5 18.8 38.5 69.1

aResults were also computed for installment sales using a 7 percent interest rate, but to conserve space they were not re-
ported here.
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Larger sales produce higher investment simulation model developed to evaluate the
returns which also tend to reduce the effective- consequences of various sales strategies avail-
ness of installment sales, especially short-term able to sellers of farm real estate. The model
sales. Larger sales produce higher investment evaluates after-tax earnings from an outright
returns which are taxed like ordinary income. sale and alternative installment sale
Like higher levels of earned income, these strategies. The model also allows total gain to
higher investment returns lower the propor- be split between capital and ordinary gain (this
tion of income receiving favorable tax treat- feature is not discussed here). Individual
ment, and thus the relative advantage of in- sellers can use this simulation model to
stallment sales declines as sales increase, evaluate potential tax liability and the stream
ceteris paribus. The greater the percentage of of future earnings associated with various
capital gain for any size of sale, the greater is ways to complete the sale of farm property.
the need to consider an installment sale. Ob- This brief analysis suggests several "rules of
viously, larger capital gains, with other factors thumb" to sellers of farm property based on
equal, increase the benefits of spreading these the NPV of potential earnings. Factors that
capital gains over more years and receiving the strongly favor installment sales are an install-
favorable tax treatment associated with in- ment interest rate that is equal to or greater
stallment sales. Likewise, increasing the inter- than the seller's opportunity cost of capital
est rate in an installment contract makes a and a large percentage of capital gain (i.e., low
long installment contract desirable to basis in the property). Even with an unfavor-
maximize the NPV of earnings. Of course, it is able installment interest rate, the seller may
not just the interest rate in the installment sale want to consider an installment sale.
that is important, but its level in relation to the Alternatively, higher levels of other income
seller's opportunity cost of capital. Even when and larger size sales - in relation to a constant
the installment sale rate is below opportunity amount of capital gains - diminish the utility
costs, sellers may favor installment sales if of installment sales. However, these two fac-
there is a high capital gain. However, when the tors appear to have a smaller impact on the
installment sale rate is equal to or exceeds the potential NPV of earnings than interest rate
opportunity rate, a long installment sale is and capital gain. In effect, these two factors
very profitable. are reducing the percentage of total income

The results indicate that future earnings are composed of capital gains income, and thus
more sensitive to (1) the level of capital gain dilute the need for income averaging of install-
and (2) the installment interest rate vis-a-vis ment sales.
the opportunity rate than to changes in size of If considerations other than tax liability
the sale or earned income. Numerous cases cause the seller to avoid long installment sales,
were run with variations in the basic case selling over a 2-year period captures much of
situations. Results are omitted, but generaliza- the monetary advantage of the longer sale.
tions from these results are consistent with the Future earnings increase as the length of the
case results. sale is increased past two years, but at a

Conclusions diminishing rate. For the relatively small
volume sale with small capital gains, little is to

The authors present the basic outline of a be gained by the long-term installment sale.
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